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sentiments of their supporters, that a vital test of good
leadership in the House of Commons is the ability to
gauge just how far the leader can take his followers.
Debates do not normally overturn Governments just
because the main art of a Government is to produce for its
supporters what they expect. When a leader fails to do
this at the point where he produces a sense of outrage, he
finds, like Peel in 1846, or Mr. MacDonald in 1931,
that his party throws him over. The secret of the division-
lobby is not, as Mr. Ramsay Muir seems to think, the
feet that the Government has the threat of dissolution in
its hand. A Government which could not live save by the
constant invocation of that threat would very rapidly
cease to b*e a Government.
The selective function of the House of Commons is the
most mysterious of all its habits; and it is far easier to
describe the mysterious alchemy it expresses than to
explain it. The making of a reputation in the House is not
a direct function of ability; many men of first-rate intelli-
gence, Sir George Jessel, for instance, were failures in the
House of Commons. It is not accessible to oratorical
talent or debating povter merely; it was never, for in-
stance, moved by Brougham whose importance was almost
wholly derived from outside the House of Commons. A
reputation for character may give a member great stand-
ing in the chamber even when it is not allied to any
exceptional mental power; Lord Althorp and Mr. Walter
Long are both examples of this prestige. The House will
admire without respect; and no one can watch the inter-
play of its proceedings without observing how carefully it
draws a distinction between these. It will listen with far
greater attention to a bad speaker who in a halting way
is trying to say something he feels deeply, or to convey
information which it believes to be significant, than to a

